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The Loft on Isanogel
7601 West Isanogel Road
Muncie, Indiana 47304

(765) 759-0442
Open by Appointment

www.TheLoftonIsanogel.com

Questions and Answers 
What is your capacity? 
We are spacious enough for up to 300 guests.This includes 
enough room for guest tables, wedding party tables, dessert 
and gift table and our 20 foot wood bar with bar stools. 
This leaves a nicely centered dance floor as well.

How long do I get to use the venue on my 
wedding day? 
We open the doors at 10:00 am that day and stay until  you 
have carried out your gifts by midnight. The music must 
end at 11:00 pm and guests will depart and clean up 
(mostly on our part) begins. You also get 4 hours of 
decorating and rehearsal time the day before! 

Can I hire my own caterer? 
We prefer that you use a caterer from our preferred list as 
we can attest to their professionalism when it comes to 
weddings! However, if you prefer to go off of our list, there 
is a catering fee that we charge and they must be licensed 
and insured.

Are your indoor areas including restrooms
air conditioned and heated? 
Yes!! This is so important for the comfort of both you and 
your guests. We also have optional outdoor heaters to keep 
your guests cozy.

Can I bring my own alcohol or bartenders? 
No. We are licensed through the State of Indiana to handle 
our own alcohol and our bartenders have been trained to 
our specifications. We do offer multiple bar packages that 
are very budget friendly.

What else do you require? 
We require that you have event insurance for the time that 
you and your guests are on our property. This is easily 
obtained from your agent who handles your homeowners 
policy or there are low cost options on the web. We also 
require security for your reception and we provide that 
with our in house security at an hourly fee.
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Amenities 
What’s included: 

• Up to 14-hours of exclusive use of buildings and grounds. 
Over 10,000 square feet of air-conditioned and heated space.                                                        

• The Loft barn boasts 45-foot tall ceilings, 5 foot chande-
lier along with two smaller chandeliers, twinkle lights 
throughout, gorgeous 12-foot drapes, and a surrounding 
upstairs loft that overlooks the entire first floor.

• 4 hours of rehearsal and decorating time the day before; 
use of property the day-of starting at 10:00 am.

• Rest easy; we do the heavy lifting for you! Set up of 
ceremony chairs AND set-up of reception tables and 
chairs included for up to 250. Additional tables and 
chairs for up to 300 available.

• Choice of an indoor or outdoor ceremony (weather is 
unpredictable)! Set up and tear down of chairs included!

• Multiple outdoor ceremony sites - we have the perfect 
ceremony backdrop for any couple!

• Two Wedding Party Cabins with cozy living room 
furniture, separate dressing room, dining room table, 
refrigerator, coffee machine, cathedral ceiling adorned 
with 3 chandeliers, and floor-to-ceiling windows for the 
perfect pre-wedding bonding experience.

• Hand-carved sweetheart chairs with coordinating table, 
Farm table, wine barrel cake table, extra wine barrels, 
and other wedding decor items included! Major cost 
savings for our couples!

• Hard-wired indoor and outdoor speakers with a hi-tech 
sound system.

• Outdoor covered back porch that connects to the barn 
complete with lights and ceiling fans and optional 
outdoor heaters.

• 20’ built-in bar with barstools, refrigeration, and all the 
extras for the ultimate bar and beverage center.

• Catering kitchen room with stainless steel counter space, 
three-part sink, and large refrigerator. Commercial-grade 
ice machine on the property.

• Planning meetings with knowledgeable staff to help guide 
you to your perfect day. 

* Please see our website for a full list of all our
amazing amenities!

There is no one as unique as you 
and you should have a
captivating wedding in

a place that is one of a kind!

Welcome to

    ocated in the charming town of Yorktown, The Loft is just 
minutes away from the bustle of Muncie. Set on sixteen 
acres of rolling grass hills and wooded walking trails is a 
little piece of heaven called The Loft on Isanogel. It’s here 
that you will find your tranquility in the beautifully 
manicured grounds and one of the oldest restored barns in 
the area. The Loft and wedding party cabins are a stunning 
10,000 square feet of completely heated and air conditioned 
space for all that you envision for your fairy tale wedding. 
Your guests will be enchanted with not only the The Loft, 
but the covered porch and bubbling water feature. There is 
even a playground to keep the little ones occupied.

Why settle for the familiar when The Loft on Isanogel can 
be the setting for your dream?

“The Loft and wedding party cabins 
are a stunning 10,000 square feet 

of completely heated and
air conditioned space for all

that you envision for your
fairy tale wedding.”
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